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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON D.C. 111141

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

At the request of the Chairman,'Senate Committee on Govern-
mental Affairs, as well as other congrlossional committees, the
General Accounting Office reviewed the implementation of-the
block grants created by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981. This report analyses state efforts to involve the public
in program decisions. It is one in a series we are issuing on
block grant implementation.

Copies of this report-are being sent to the appropriate
House and Senate committees; the Secretaries of Health and Human
Services and of Education; the Director, Office of Management
and Budget; and the governors and legislatures of the states we
visited.

Comptroller` eneral
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

Tear Sheet

DIGEST

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN BLOCK
GRANT DECISIONS: MULTIPLE
OPPORTUNITIES PROVIDED BUT
INTEREST GROUPS HAVE MIXED
REACTIONS TO STATES' EFFORTS

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981
substantially changed'various federal domestic
assistance programs by consolidating numerous
categorical programs into nine block grants
and shifting primary administrative responsi-
bility to states. These block grants cover .a
wide range of areas, including health serv-
ices, social services, low-income energy as-
sistance, community services, and educatiron.
Total national appropriations for these Oro-,
grams averaged about $6.4 billion a year for
fiscal years 1982-84.

,---------

A prominent issue surrounding the creation of
the block grants was whether states would seek
to involve the public in decisions on 'how to
use the funds. This contributed to t e inclu-
sion of legislative requiremerits that states
provide opportunities for public Livo vement
in.block grant decisions. This publicac-
countability process, according to the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, would be-
come a fundamental check on states' use of the
block grant funds and substitute for a strong
federal oversight role.

This report describes trends across seven
block grants, the efforts 13 states have made
to involve the public in their block grant
program decisions, and the reaction of various
state-level interest groups to those efforts.
It is one of a series GAO is issuing on block
grant implementation. Earlier reports focused
on each block grant and included detailed in-
formation on state efforts to involve the
public in decisions for that block grant.

GAO did its work in 13 states: California,
Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Kentucky, Massachu-
setts, Michigan, Mississippi, New York, Penn-
sylvania, Texas, Vermont, and Washington.
This report is.based on the implementation of
seven block grants (alcohol, drug abuse, and
mental health services; community services;

i GAO /HRD - °5 -20
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education; low- income -home energy assistance;
maternal and child health services; preventive
health and health services; and social cerv-
ices). GAO's analysis is based on observa-
tions of 91 cases (the 7 block grants multi-
plied by the 13 states). This report does not
discuss two block grants created in 1981--only
one state has accepted the primary care block
grant -and-GAO's:earlier study on the small
cities 'community development block grant dealt
with different states..

Together, for the seven programs reviewed, the
13 states accounted for about 46 percent of
1983 national block grant appropriations and
account for about,48 percent of the nation's
-population.. While these states represent a
diverse cross-section, the results of GAO's
work cannot be projected nationally. In addi-
tion to questions posed to state program offi-
cials, GAO also sent questionnaires to about
1,600 interest groups in the 13 States. This
questionnaire sought input from a diverse set
of interest groups, but because it was not in-
tended to be a representative sample of inter-
est groups in these states, the results cannot
be projected to a broader range of groups.

GAO ,did not obtain comments on a draft of this
report from the Departments of Health and
Human Services or Education because the data
in this,report are based on information in-
cluded in the individual block grant reports
listed in appendix I. These agencies reviewed'
drafts of these reports and generally con-
curred with the findings.

STATES PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
BEYOND THOSE FEDERALLY REQUIRED

Although there is variation among the block
grants, the 1981 eat generally requires states
to offer one or two types of public input op-
portunities. The most common, which is in-
cluded in six block grants, requires states to
solicit public comments on their plans or re-
ports describing the intended use of funds
(intended use reports). Four block grants
also require that a public'hearing be held on
the proposed use and distribution of funds,
in three instances specifically by the state
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legislature. Only the education. block grant
requires states to establish an advisory
committee. (See p. 3.)

The 13 states GAO visited not only used these
federally mandated opportunities but also pro-
vided other forums to foster public involve-
ment during the annual decision_-making process
for the seven .lock grants. In 50 of the 91
cases, states provided at least four different
forums: (1) hearings by the state executive
branch, (2) hearings by state legislatures,
(3) advisory group participation, and (4) com-
ments on'intended use reports. In another 35
cases, three of the four opportunities above
were provided, and in the remaining 6, one or
two opportunities were offered. (See pp. 7
and 8.)

The use of multiple. forums attracted a differ-
ent mix of groups. For example, while service
providers were the most frequent participants
in all four of the public input forums cited
above, private citizens participated in or at-
tended 80 percent of executive branch hear-
ings, but submitted written comments on in-
tended use.reports in less than half of the
cases Where written comments were solicited,
Also, local governments and representatives of
minorities, the handicapped, and other advo-
cacy groups were involved more extensively in
certain public input forums, such as executive'
branch hearings,, than in others, such as leg-
islative hearings. (See pp. 8 and 9.)

The different forums were also important be-
cause they focused on a different mix of
issues. For example, the need to increase or
maintain funding for specific protected groups
(e.g., minorities and handicapped) was cited
as .a great concern during executive hearings
in 41 percent of the cases compared to 28 per-
cent or less through the other forums. Like-
wise, administrative and eligibility issues
were more frequently raised through advisory
groups than through other forums. For in-'
stance, changes in beneficiary eligibility'
surfaced as a great concern through advisory
groups in 30 percent of the cases compared to
10 percent or less in any other forum.
Although different issues were raised, the
need to maintain or increase funding for spe-
cific services was the most dominant issue,
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raised in at least 68 percent of the cases for
each forum.. (See p. 10.)

MAJOR TRENDS IN THE USE
OF PUBLIC INPUT FORUMS

While states used several public input forums,
certain patterns emerged in the way states. de-
veloped and used bearings, advisory groups,
and intended use reports. On the average,.
state executive agencies and-legislatures held
more than one hearing addressing each block
grant, and some of these public input opportu-
hities were new. Specifically; the 13 states
reported holding executive hearings for prior
categorical grants in 27 percent of the.cases
in fiscal year 1981, whereas they held hear-
ings for fiscal year 1983 block grants in 89
perceht. Likewise, 5 of the 13 legislatures
reported holding bearings on tie prior cate-
gorical', while all 13 participated in at
least one hearing addressing the block grants
in 1983. (See p. 11.)

Although federally required in only the educa-
tion block grant, advisory groups were used in /
83 percent of the cases across the 13 states.
In making decisions, state program officials
relied more heavily on advisory groups than
any other information source. States reported
making program decisions in response to advi-
sory committee recommendations in 68 percent
of the cases. Executive or legislative hear-
ings were the only other significant source of
input which state officials said led to spe-
cific decisions in more than half (52 Percent)
of the cases. (See p. 22.)

The influence of comments on intended use re-
ports varied among the block grants. For the
health and social services block grants, where
funds are combined with state and other funds,
decisions were typically made through. the
states' broader planning or budgeting proc-
esses. In these instances, intended use re-.
ports were used in one-third or less of the
cases. In contrast, comments on intended use
reports were used in over 60 percent of the
cases for the community services and low-
income energy block grants, where federal
funds are the predominant funding source.
(See pp. 19 to 21.)
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INVOLVEMENT OF STATE ELECTED OFFICIALS
AND INTEREST GROUPS INCREASED

Governors and legislatures in about half the
cases were reported by state program officials
to be more involved than they were under the
prior categorical programs. While the ex-
panded discretion to make decisions on the use
of,funds contributed to this overall trend,
the legislative hearing requirement also con-
tributed to an expanded role by state legisla-
tures in the use of block grant funds. Also,
nearly half of the interest groups GAO sur-
veyed increased their involvement with state
executive and/or legislative officials. (See
pp. 24 to29.)

INTEREST GROUPS HAVE SPLIT
ASSESSMENT OF-STATE EFFORTS

Interest groupirin the 13 states were equally
divided regarding their satisfaction or dis-
satisfaction with state program decisions.
The 534 groups responding to GAO's-question-
naire were evenly divided in their assessments
of states' responses to their key program
concerns -- funding for specific services,
.geographic areas, and services for protected
groups (e.g., minorities and handicapped).
(See p. 23.)

Interest groups were also mixed in their per-
ceptions of state public input processes.
Silty- eight percent of the interest groups
were satisfied with their inforrnal access to
state officials. Also, more groups were sat-
isfied than dissatisfied with the role and
composition of advisory groups (45 to 34 per-
cent and 47 to 31 percent, respectively).
However, they were somewhat more, evenly
divided on hearings and commenting procedures.
The areas of greatest dissatisfaction were the
availability of information before hearings
and the timing of both hearings and comment
periods in relation to when state decisions
were made. (See.pp. 14, 19, and 21.)

Interest groups that actively participated in
the state public input processes tended to be
more satisfied with those processes than
groups not actively involved. Similarly,
state-level interest groups were generally



more satisfied with state processes than
county-level groups. Also, interest groups
representing organizational/Ls opposed to in-
dividuals) as well as those that did not in-
elude minorities as one of their constituen-
cies were generally more satisfied than other
groups. Finally, interest groups who believed
their members were favorably affected by state
block grant decisions were generally satisfied
with state input procedures, while those
groups perceiving negative effects tended to
be dissatisfied. (See p. 30.)

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

The public's opportunity to pfluence state
decisions for progr s suOpo tad with block
grant funds in the 3 states has been enhanced
through the combine effects of the multiple
public participatio opportunities offered by
the States, the inc eased involvement of state
elected officials, nd the increased activity
of interest groups t the state level. Ex-
panded public input oprtunities were estab-
lished both in response to federal require-
ments and the greater discretion available to
the states; however, interest groups were
split in their assessment of state efforts to
solicit their involvement.

The increased public oversight of these pro-
grams is in harmony with the principles of the
block grant approach. In GAO's opinion, fed-
eral public 'participation requirements that
currently exist also would be beneficial for
future block grants. Such requirements, in
conjunction with states' own'methods, promoted
multipie opportunities for public involvement
and created settings where different degrees
of emphasis were placed on awide variety of
issues.
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dHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

As a part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981
(Public Law 97-35), the Congress consolidated a number of fed-
eral categorical grant programs into nine block grants covering
a wide range of domestic assistance areas. Four block grants
relate to health services, and one each to social services, low-

. income energy assistance, education, community development, and
community services. These block grants provided states with
greater decision - making authority than the prior categorical
programs. Aq a iesult, there has been considerable interest in
how states are carrying out their responsibilities.

A prominent issue surrounding the creation of the block
grants was whether states would seep to involve the public in
decisions on how to use block grant funds. This contributed to
the inclusion of legislative requirements that states provide
opportunities for public input into block grant decisions. This
public accountability process, according to the implementation
regulations issued by the Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices, would become a fundamental check on states' use of the
block grant funds and substitute for a strong federal oversight
role. 1

This report discusses what 13 states have done to involve
the publicin their block grant program decisions and the reac-
tion of various state-level interest groups to those efforts.
It is one of a series being issued on state implementation of
the block grants (see app. I). Earlier reports focused on spe-
cific block grants and summarized our conclusions on a range of
issues, including funding trends, program modifications, and
management changes. These reports also included detailed infor-
mation on state efforts to provide public accountability for the
applicable block grant. This report describes public account-
ability trends across the block grants by focusing on key ques-
tions concerning state efforts to obtain and use public input in
making program decisions.'

report is based on information gathered on seven of the
nine block grants enacted in 1981. Our analysis of the small
cities community development block grant dealt with different
.states and preceded the study of the other blocks because that
work had to be completed for reauthorization hearings in early.
1983. The primary care block grant was omitted because only
one state chose to administer it.

1



BLOCK GRANT PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY PROVISIONS

Table 1 shows the statutory requirements established to en-
courage public accountability in the various block grants.2 In
general, there were two: the - solicitation of public comments on
state plans describing the intended use of block grant funds
(intended use reports) and public hearings sponsored by either a
state's executive or legislative branch. A third forml.state
advisory committees, was required only for the edlcation block
grant.

2Statutory requirements for public participation appear in the
individual block grants as well as in title XVII of the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981. For some block grants,
title XVII establishes minimum requirements for public hearings
and the circulation of draft plans describing the intended use
of funds. However, the Department of Health and Human Services
and the Department of Education have concluded that the speci-
fic public participation requirements of the individual block
grants take precedence over title XVII. Table 1 presents re-
quirements for individual block grants based on interpretations
by the Departments of Health and Human Services and of Educa-
tion.

2
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Table 1

Comparison of the 1981 Block Grant
Statutory Citizen Participation Re uirements

as lop e x Federal Agenc es

Block grant

Alcohol, drug
abuse, and mental
health servicesa

Community
services

Education

Low-income home
energy assistance

Maternal and
child healtha

,Preventive health
and health
servicesa

Social servicesa

Intended use
report

Executive
or legis-
lative

hearings

Legis-
lative

hearings
only Other

x x

x xb x c
xd1.111100.

x x

x

x x .,

x

aThese block grants also require periodic postexpenditure
reports on the uses of the block grant funds.

bThe federal 8th Circuit Court of Appeals held that a public
hearing was required in the filet year of the block grant
(South Eastern Development Corp. v. Schweiker, 687 F. 2d 1150
(1982)). i\/

cThe community services block grant provides for public partici-
pation at the recipient level by requiring that the boarda of
local community action agencies or private, nonprofit or aniza-
tions be representative of public officials, clients ser ed,
and major interest groups in the community.

dA gubernatorially appointed state advisory committee and,con-
sultation with parents and teachers are required.
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

The objectives of this report are to address the key, issues
regarding states' efforts to provide opportunities for public
input into block grant program decisions, including the

--methods states relied on to obtain input,

--states' use of the input received, and

--interest group assessments of states' public input
processes.

We developed information on state public input opportuni-
ties and asked a group of state-level interest groups to assess
state efforts. However, we did not independently evaluate state
processes or attempt to verify interest group responses. Also,
these responses, while gathered from a wide variety of groups,
were not a random sample and cannot be considered representative
of all interest groups.

As shown in the map on the following page, we conducted our
work in 13 states: California, Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Ken-
tucky, Mcssachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, New York, Pennsyl-
vania, Texas, Vermont, and Washington. These states were se-
lected to attain geographic balance and to include states with
(1) differing fiscal conditions and varying ranges of per capita
incomes, (2) varying degrees of involvement by state executive
and legislative branches in overseeing and appropriating federal
funds, and (3) varying service delivery systems. At least one
state was selected in every standard federal region, and in
total, the 13 states accounted for approximately 46 percent of
all 1983 block grant funds and about 48 percent of the nation's
population. Our sample of 13 states represents a judgmental
selection. Therefote, our results may not be projected to the
nation as a whole.

This report focuses on seven of the nine block grants en-
acted in 1981: alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health (ADAMH);
community services (CSBG); education; low-income home energy
assistance (LIHEA); maternal and child health services (MCH);
preventive health and health services (PHHS); and social serv-
ices (SSBG). Total national appropriations for these block
grants averaged about $6.4 billion a year fr fiscal years 1982
through 1984.
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We used six different questionnaires (Supplemented by in-
terviews and follow-up work) to obtain information on 1983 ac-
tivities (the second year of block grant implementation) and
state plans for 1984. Our questionnaires were sent to state
block grant program officials, Legislative leaders, legislative
fiscal officers, legislative committees, governors' offices, and
a diverse range of interest groups. They were designed to
gather consistent information across states and across block
grants. Interest groups in each of the 13 states- were identi-
fied by contacting nearly 200 national level interest groups and
from attendance rosters kept by some of the state agencies dur-

' ing their block grant hearings.

All questionnaires were pretested and externally reviewed
prior to their use. The extent of pretest and review varied,
but in each case one or more knowledgeable state officials or
individuals from other organizations provided their comments or
dempleted the questionnaire and discussed their observations
with us.

We received a 100-percent response to our questionnaires to
program officials, governors' staffs, and legislative committee
staffs. We received enough responses from legislative. leaders
and legislatiVe fiscal officers to ensure each state was repre-
sented. Of the 1,662 questionnaires vent to interest groups in
our states, we received 786 responses (47 percent) from a vari-
ety of groups, including organizatior representing service.pro-
viders, local governments, and those protected by civil rights
laws, such as ethnic minorities, the elderly, the handicapped,
and women. Of these, 534 (68 percent) responded that they had
at least some knowledge of their state's implementation of one
or more block grants.' However, because it is not a representa-
tive samplelit was not practical to define the "universe" of
possible interest groups), the interpretation of the results
cennot be generalized to all interest groups ln the 13 states.

A detailed discussion of the content, source of informa-
ti n, and method of administration for each questionnaire is
in luded in appendix II. Our work was done in'accordance with
gen rally accepted government auditing standards. The photo-
gra hs on pages 9, 15, and 29 are provided courtesy of the
MissIssippi Governor's Office of Federal-State Progrems. The
phot on page 17 was provided by Florida's Departmet of Health.
and rehabilitative Services.

I

We did not obtain comments on a draft of this report from
the Departments of Health and Human Services and of Education
because the data in this report are based on information in-
cluded in the individual block grant reports listed in appen-
dix I. These agencies reviewed drafts of these reports and
generally concurred with the findings.

6
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CHAPTER 2

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT STATE EFFORTS

TO PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR PUBLIC INPUT

INTO BLOCK GRANTPROGRAM DECISIONS

This chapter addresses the key questions concerning states'
efforts to provide the public with opportunities to provide
input into block grant prograM decisions. Essentially, these
questions focus on

--the specific opportunities states offered for public
input into block grant decisions,

--the use made of input from different state methods in
state program decision making, and

--interest group psirspectives on state'efforts to solicit
public input and their satisfaction with states' re-
sponses to issues of concern.

DID STATES IJSE ONLY EDERALLY MANDATED
OPPORTUNITIES TO SOLICIT PUBLIC INPUT
INTO BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM DECISIONS?

NO. States Offered multiple opportunities for public input
which were often/in addition to those legislatively mandated.
Although there *4 variation, among the block grants, statutes
generally call for states to provide one. ot two types of formal
public input opportunities. These include a comment period on
states' intended use reports for 'six of the block grants and, in
three block grants, legislative hearings on the proposed use and
distribution of block grant funds.

However, as shown in chart 1, states reported offering at
least four formal public input forums in 50 of the 91 cases'
and at least three forums in another 35. These opportunities
included executive branch hearings, legislative hearings, com-
menting on draft intended use reports, and advisory groups' par-
ticipation. For example, the legislative requirement for MCH
mandates that states obtain public comments on their intended
use reports. Yet, 10 states also held executive branch hear-
ings, 11 held legislative hearings, and 10 used advisory groups.

1111

'The 91 cases are derived from the 7 block grants times the 13
states in our study.
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Multiple opportu ities attracted broad
spectrum of involvement and issues

States' use of multiple forums was important because each
method attracted a different mix of participants and produced
varying degrees of concern on issues.

Table 2 shows that the participation of different groups
varied for each public input method. For examine, while service
providers frequently participated in all four methods, private/
citizens' involvement differed markedly. According to state /

program officials, private citizens participated in 80 percent
of executive branch-sponsored bearings and were represented or
71 percent of the advisory groups. However, they commented on
intended use reports or attended legislative hearings far less
often--47 and 46 percent, respectively. Differing levels of
participation were also noticed among other groups, such as
local governments, minorities, handicapped, the elderly, and

other advocacy groups.



Table 2 .

Percent of Responses Where Various Participants
Were Involved in Different Public Input Forums

According to State, Legislative or Program Officials

Participants
Legislative
hearings

Intended
Executive use
hearings reports

Advisory
groups

State legislators - 42 - 32
Program officials 73 - - 55
Private citizens 46 80 47 71
Service provider* 70 92 84 71
Technical experts' 21 64 41 60
Minorities 25 53 36 51
Women 21 36 24 33
Handicapped 30 51 41 40
Elderly 27 53 45 37
Other advocacy groups .48 82 70 4=1

Local governments 30 62 41

eV.

'44

I

Handicapped persons participating in executive branch-sponsored hearings.

9
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Similarly, the degree of concern expressed regarding vari-
ous issues differed among the four public input forums, as shown
in table 3. For example, iwhile the need to maintain or increase
funding for specific services was clearly the most frequently
raised issue for each input forum, other issues, such as the
need to increase or maintain funds for protected groups, sur-
faced more often in executive branch hearings than in other
forums. Likewise, administrative issues, such as changes in
beneficiary eligibility, fund distribution methods, methods of
Service delivery, and administrative procedures, were more
frequently raised through advisory groups than in executive or
legislative public hearings pr in comments on intended use
reports.

Table 3

Issues That Were oC Great Concern
by Public Invut Forum

According to State Legislative or
Program Officials

Percent of cases where issue was cited at:
Legislative Executive

Issue hearings hearings

Maintain/increase
fund for speci-
fic services

Decrease funds for
specific services

Maintain/increase
funds for geogra-
phic areas

Decrease funds for
geographic areas

Maintain/increase
funds for protec-
ted groups

Change,. beneficiary
eligibility

Change funds distribu-
tion to grantees

Change service
delivery methods

Change administra-
tive procedures

68 89

2 4

21
I

1 /

28

6

21

9

18

10

44

5

41

10

29

10

8

24

Draft
plans

Advisory
groups

76 76

5 17

34 33

4 8

28 24

9 30

18 42

8 24

7 42



DID BLOCK GRANTS PROVIDE NEW
PUBLIC HEARING OPPORTUNITIES?

Yes. Block grafts prompted states to provide new hearing
opportunities in many instances, especially by state legisla-
tures. Only 5. of the 13 legislatures reported holding hearings
on any of the prior categorical programs in 1981. For 1983, all
legislatures' participated in hearings that, in most cases, ad-
dressed at least eixiof the block grants. Likewise, states
reported holding executive branch hearings'in Only 27 percent of
the cases for! the prior categorical grants; For 1983, states
sponsored executive branch hearings in 89 percent of the cases.

The increase in executive branch hearings cannot be attrib-
uted to federal requirements because such hearings are not ex-
plicitly mandated. However, increased legislative involvement
WAS linked to federal requirements specifying that states hold
such hearings. For example, legislative staffs in Colorado and
Massachusetts said that the federal requirement for legislative
hearings enhanced their involvement by mandating that a hearing
be held before the governor could certify compliance with the
block grant application requirements. It was, they said, a
clear'delegation of responsibility to the legislature and gave
them leverage to become involved in a process traditionally
dominated by governors.

The extent of legislative involvement varied among the
states. For example, Kentucky's legislature, which tradition-
ally had limited involvement with federal grants, held hearings
and became involved in the implementation process by reviewing
block grant applications and reports. On the other hand, in
Mississippi, where the'legislature was also not traditionally
involved in federal aid progra0s, legislators participated in
joint legislative-executive hearings rather than sponsoring
their own and, according to legislative staff, generally did not
play a major role in block grant implementation.

DID HEARINGS PROVIDE MEANINGFUL
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT?

There are no commonly agreed upon "bottom line" measures
to determine whether such opportunities are meaningful or per-
functory. However, tables 4 and 5 summarize several key items
that we believe contribute to hearings being meaningful opportu-
nities for obtaining public input. In general, where hearings
were held, more than one hearing was held for each block grant.
For executive branch hearings, the public was usually given 2 to
4 weeks' advance notice, and states usually had intended use
reports and budget information available before the hearings.
Also, executive and legislative hearings were typically held
prior to the enactment of state appropriations bills or the
beginning of state fiscal years--both of which, we believe, are
key points in block grant decision making.
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Table 4

Information on Key Items That
Contribute to Hearings Being Meaningful

.tiesforOmrtutulliblicIrObtainirlut,AccordeginCiEficials

Scope of-bearingsa
One block grant
Several block grants combined
Block grapt(s) and related

state-funded programs
Other

Executive Legislative
hearin s hearings s
percent) percent)

31 20
37 22

28 58
, 4

Location of .hearingsb
State capital
Outside state capital

21 71
79 29

Amount of advance notice of hearings
Less than 1 week
1 to 2 weeks'
2 to 4 weeks
More than 4 weeks
Splitb

7

13
73
7

1

35
17
8

39

Material available before hearingd
Copies of draft plans
Budget informatiqn

79
66

e
e

aOur analysis for executive hearings is based on up to six
hearings for each block grant. Percentages are based on the 86
legislative hearings and the 80 cases where executive hearings
were held by the 13 states.

bPercentages for executive branch hearings are based on '.he
total number of hearings held in each 'state for each black
grant. Individual hearings may have covered more than one
block. Our analysis counted each block as a separate hearing
(e.g., if one hearing covered three block grants, we counted it
as three hearings). Legislative hearings are based on an
actual count.

cPercentages for executive hearings are based on the 75 cases
where information was available. Legislative percentages are
based on responses from the 72 legislative hearings where data
were available.

dPercentages are based on the 80 cases where executive branch
hearings were held.

Not applicable.
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There were differences between the executive and legisla-
tive branch hearing efforts. The executive branch hearings gen-
erally focused more on just block grants. Legislative hearings
more often considered 'related state-funded programs along with
the block grant. About three- quarters of the executive branch
hearings were-outside state capitals, while the opposite was
true for legislative hearings. Also, more advance notice was
usually provided for executive hearings than for legislative
hearings. Finally, as shown in.table5, a higher percentage of
legislative hearings were held before key decision-making dates.

Table 5

VgMUILJOATiti-aEi0LItt:/.2a,
tc:816CkGrariTiott.aikinga

Total percent before enactment

Executive
,hearings

Legislative
hearings

of state appropriations bill 42 76
Total percent prior to beginning

of state fiscal year 68 78
Total percent prior to beginning
of federal fiscal year when
block grant funds become
available for use 96 96

aExecutive percentages are basted on the total number of hearings
held in each state for each block grant. Some individual
hearings covered more than one block. Our analysis counted
each block grant as a separate hearing., Legislative percent-
ages are based on the 72 hearings where data were provided.

Interest groups were generally split in their satisfaction
with different aspects of state executive and legislative ef-
forts to obtain public input through hearings. Table 6 shows
that they were more satisfied than dissatisfied with the conven-
ience of hearings, the time allotted to block grants at hear-
ings, the amount of advance notice, and the number of hearings
held. However, they were more dissatisfied with the mount of
information available prior to hearings and the timing of hear-
ings relative to state decision-making processes.

3.3
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Table 6

Interest Group Satisfaction With
Different Aspects of State
Public Hearing Processes
(out of 534 interest groups

knowledgeable about block grants)

Time of day, location

Percent
satis,
fied

Percent
Percent dissatis-

'neutral fied
No. of re-
spondents

of hearings 54 20 26 431
Time allotted to block

grants at hearings 53 26 21 391
Degree of advance notice 45 14 41 444
Number of hearings 44 22 34 422
Time of hearing relative

to state decisions 34 19 47 397
Information available
prior to hearings 32 17 51 435

Sco e of executive hearings
var ea by block grant

While the scope of executive branch hearings varied among
states, there also were differences among block grants. In SSBG
and the health block grants, where block grant funds are one of
several funding sources used to support broader state programs,
block grant hearings were combined more frequently with hearings
on related state programs than other block grants. Program
decisions on these block grant funds generally reflected priori-
ties established during states' overall planning and budgeting
processes. However, in cases where block grant fund comprised
a larger share of total program dollars, such as CM, states
usually held separate executive branch hearings for the block
grants. Decisions on the use of these block grant funds were
generally made separately from other state programs, in part
reflecting the absence of state funds for the specific programs
funded by block grant moneys.

Legislative hearings did not follow this pattern because
most legislatures integrated block grant hearings into hearings
for state programs (generally during the appropriations process)
or held hearings across all block grants.

14



tICitizen finds ock grant hearing gives her an opportunity to be heard.

Planned changes for hearings

States planned few changes to their legislative or execu-
tive branch hearing processes for fiscal year 1984. Of the

28 legislative committees responding to our questionnaire, 1
planned to hold fewer hearings, while 2 planned to hold more

hearings. Eight planned to hold hearings earlier in the

decision-making process. For executive agencies, fewer hearings
lanned in 11 of the 91 cases (primarily in Mississippi)',

of the cases, states planned to hold more. In addi-
branch agencies in 13 of the cases planned to

in their decision-making processes (pri-

ntucky).

were
while in 7
tion, executive
hold hearings earlier
marily in California and Ke
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An August 1984 follow-up in four states where, in our judg-
ment, the governor or legislature undertook significant efforts
to sponsor separate hearings for block grants showed that two
states integrated their block grant hearings with related state-
funded programs for fiscal year 1985, and two others, while con-
tinuing to hold separate hearings for certain block grants, had
reduced the number of hearings for fiscal year 1985.

1 The California and Texas legislatures sponsored hearings
across the block grants, separate from state-funded programs in
the first year. In 1984, the Texas Legislative Budget Board
integrated hearings for the block grants into the regular budget
hearings for state agencies. The California legislature's block
grant task force was abolished, and the legislature no longer
holds separate hearings addressing the block grants. Instead,
input is gathered through executive agency hearings, advisory
groups or legislative budget hearings. The process used varies
by block grant; however, it is often done in conjunction with
related state programs.

Pennsylvania and Mississippi, where the governors' offices
played an active role in block grant decisions, continued to
hold hearings separate from state programs. However, they held
fewer hearings. Mississippi reduced the numberof blOck.grant
hearings from five to one between 1983 and, 1984. Likimise, in
Pennsylvania the number of hearings held concerning the health
block grants decreased from 12 to 8 during that period.

DID ADVISORY GROUPS AND TASK FORCES PLAY A'SIGNI-
FICANT ROLE IN BLOCK GRANT IMPLEMENTATION?,

Yes. While only the education block giant requires the
appointment and use of a state advisory group, all states used
such groups for other block grants. In fact, there were only 15
of 91 cases where an advisory group was not used.2

State program officials reported that advisory group recom-
mendations led to program decisions more frequently than public
input obtained from other sources. Program officials noted that

2Seventy-six of the 91 program officials said they used aavisory
committees or task forces. We asked them to provide informa-
tion about up to four committees in each state for each pro-
gram. officials reported on 139 committees, and uur analysis
is based on this number. However, the actual number could be
different because there may have been more than four committees
in some cases. Also, because we obtained information separ-
ately for each block grant in each of the 13 states, officials
responsible for different programs may have been reporting on
the same committees.

16
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advisory committee recommendations led to specific program deci-
sions in 68 percent of the 76 cases where advisory groups were
used--more often than public hearings or comments on intended
use reports. Such recommendations were related to funding in 52
percent of the cases, while many of the remainder addressed pro-
cedural or &dministrative issues. For example, the California
block grant task force, which examined all of the block grants,
recommended standard state and local reporting formats to de-
velop data on budgets, program effectiveness, and administrative
costs.

In over half the 76 cases where advisory committees were
used, states had more than one advisory nommittee for each block
grant. The education block grant had tha fewest committees;
ADAMH had the most. And in one-third of the 139 advisory
groups, the committees focused their attention on a single block
grant--most frequently for ADAMH, CSBG, and education. The
scope of other advisory committees or task forces included other
block grants and/or related state-funded programs. Foi example,
six of the seven block grants in Mississippi were implemented by
a special task force, while in Vermont, a preexisting advisory
group addressed the health block grants in the context of all
state health programs.

0
0

ti

The usefulness of advisory committees was highly rated by both state program officials
and interest groups.
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With regard to the selection of advisory committee members,
the governor was the key decision maker for PHHS, LIHEA, educa-
tion, and the drug and mental health components of ADAMH.
Agency officials were primarily responsible for appointments to
MCH, SSBG, CSBG, and the alcohol component of ADAMH. As shown
in chart 2, private citizens and service providers were repre-
sented on 71 percent of the advisory committees in the 13
states. They were followed by technical experts and program
officials. Less frequently represented were members of the
state legislature and representatives of the governor's office.

PRIVATE CITIZENS

SERVICE PROVIDERS

TECHNICAL EXPERTS,

PROGRAM OFFICIALS

MINORITIES

HANDICAPPED

ELDERLY

WOMEN

LEGISLATURE

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE

CHART 2

PERCENT OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES WITH
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Interest groups were generally more satisfied than dissat-
isfied with the role and composition of state advisory groups.
Forty-five percent of 358 interest group respondents were sat-
isfied with the role of advisory committees, while 34 percent
were dissatisfied. Further, 47.percent of 360 respondents were
satisfied with their composition and 31 percent were dissatis-
fied.

Of the 139 advisory groups, states had discontinued, or
planned to discontinue, 18 at the time of our fieldwork--most
frequently for the ADAMH block grant..

WERE WRITTEN COMMENTS ON INTENDED USE REPORTS
AND OTHER METHODS FREQUENTLY USED
AS SOURCES FOR PUBLIC INPUT?

Yes, for some block grants. Although public hearings and
advisory committees were the primary methods used to obtain
citizen input, states also used other methods, such as the
circulation of draft intended use reports and draft regulations
for written comment, informal consultation with interested
parties, and state-sponsored conferences or meetings.

For most block grants, federal law requires that copies of
intended use reports be made available for public comment. In
nearly three-quarters of the cases, state program officials took
the initiative to send copies to interested parties. Generally,
state officials also sent copies to interested parties on re-'
quest or made them available at state offices or other public
places. In 42 percent of the cases, officials said that infor-
mation obtained through.comments on intended use reports led to
specific decisions on the allocation of funds or administration
of blocx-grant-supported programs.

The use wade of intended use report comments in state de-
cisions, however, varied by block grant. Program officials used
comments for the CSBG and LIHEA block grants in over 60 percent
of the cases where intended use reports were distributed. On
the other hand, only one-third or less did so for SSBG and the
health block grants. In program areas where states integrated
block grant decision making into the broader decision-making
process for related state-funded programs (health block grants
or SSBG), intended use reports were not as important a decision-
making dlcument. For example, Colorado allocates PHHS funds and
funds from other sources to specific programs during the state's
health planning and budgeting process and then prepares its in-
tended use report after the state budget is passed.

19
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AU states offered the public -opportunities to comment on draft Intended use reports.

On the other hand, the decision-making process for COG is
not usually integrated' with state programs, in part because this
area is predominantly federally supported. As a result, in-
tended use reports'are generally a key planning and decision-
making document.

Interest group satisfaction with state efforts to solicit
comments on intended use reports was, like for public hearings,
split. Table 7 shows that interest groups were slightly more
satisfied than dissatisfied with the availability of copies of
intended use reports and the length of the comment period, but
more were dissatisfied than satisfied with the timing of the
comment period, in relation to when states made their block grant
program decisions.

Additionally, 68 percent of the interest groups responding
to our questionnaire were satisfied with the accessibility of
state officials for informal consultation on block-grant-related
issues. CSHG and LIHEA program officials also made greater use
of comments on draft regulations and statersponsored conferences
and meetings than was the case for other block grants.
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Table 7

Interest Group Responses Regarding Their
Saltisfaction With State Efforts
o Solicit Public nput roug

Comments on Intended Use Reports
(out of 534 interest groups

knowledgeable about block grants)

Percent Percent No. of
satin- Percent dissat- respon-
fied neutral isfied dents

Report availability 43 20 37 438
Length of comment period 42 25 33 403
Timing of comment period 35 21 44 392.

At the time of our fieldwork, program officials in about
two-thirds of the cases did not plan to change how they solic-
ited comments on intended use reports for fiscal year 1984.,
However, in 15 of the 91 cases, program officials said they
planned to request comments from more groups and individuals,
and 19 intended, to request these comments earlier in the. 1

delision-making process. 1

TO 'WHAT EXTENT DID STATES USE PUBLIC
INPUT IN THEIR DECISION-MAKING PROCESS?

State program officials reported that information from
public input methods led to executive or legislative block grant
program decisions in 67 of the 91 cases. For example:

--Concerns raised during executive hearings and in written
comments on Florida's draft state plan for SSBG led to a
geographic redistribution of day care funds that was con-
.sidered more equitable.

--Michigan's legislative hearings led to a. $4 million allo-
cation of LIHEA funds for weatherization aid--something
not originally proposed by that state's Department of .

Social Services.

--Recommendations by ADAMH advisory groups in Washington
led to revisions of a proposed distribution formula giv-
ing more weight to population factors.

--Input from the governor's education advisory committee in
Texas led to an increase in desegregation expenditures
from the state's share of the education block grant
funds.
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State program officials said they made greater use rf in-
formation obtained through their self-initiated methods for ob-
taining citizen input, chiefly advisory committeese.than those
methods required by the block grant legislation. Chart 3 shows,
for those cases where the specified methods were used, the per-
cent in which the methods influenced program decisions.

INPUT METHOD

ADVISORY COMMITTEES

EXECUTIVE OR

LEGISLATIVE HEARII$S

DRAFT PLANS

I

CHART 3'
STATE PROGRAM OFFICIALSt OPINIONS ABOUT

THE PERCENT OF CASES IN /MICH PUBLIC INPUT
INFLUENCED PROGRAM DECISIONS
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When -Asked about the general responsiveness of states to
three issues most frequently cited to be of great concern, by
both state officials and interest groups, the interest groups in
our survey were fairly evenly divided. As chart 4 illustrates,
the interest groups were split in their assessment of states'
actions to maintain or increase funds for specific-services,
protected groups, and geographic Areas.
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ICHART 4

INTEREST GROUP GENERAL SATISFACTION WITH

STATES' RESPONSES TO MAINTAINING OR INCREASING

FUNDS FORISSUES OF GREAT CONCERN

ISSUE

SPECIFIC SERVICES

PROTECTED GROUPS

GEOGRAPHIC AREAS

37

41

18 28 38 48 58

PERCENT OF INTEREST GROUP

SATISFIED

DISSATISFIED

Different interest group characteristics help explain the
,

split in interest group assessments of these key concerns. For
example, state-wide interest groups that responded said, for
each of the issues shown in chart 4, that they were generally
more satisfied than dissatisfied when compared to responses from
substate groups. This was especially true with the need to
maintain or increase ftinding for populations protected by civil
rights legislation, such as minorities, the handicapped, and the
elderly. Organizations that included protected groups among
their constituencies were also more dissatisfied with state
efforts on this issue than other groups-747 percent versus 34
percent.

In addition, of the interest groups that responded, those
that were generally satisfied with state efforts to provide
opportunities for public input were also more satisfied with
state responses to issues of concern Lo them. More specific-
ally, interest groups in several states where program officials
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said they frequently incorporated citizen comments into their
decision-making processes were generally more satisfied with
state responses to issues of concern to them than in several
other states where program officials said they infrequently
relied on public input.

DID BLOCK GRANTS INCREASE THE INVOLVEMENT OF
STATE ELECTED OFFICIALS AND INTEREST GROUPS?

Yes. Many governors and legislatures were reported to be
ire involved in program decisions for block grants than they
were under the prior categorical programs. In addition, inter-
eat groups had generally increased their levels of involvement
nth state executive and legislative officials.

While there were many factors at work, the increased in-
volvement by both state elected officials and interest groups
may be partially attributed to federal requirements mandating
public input and specifying gubernatorial or legislative in-
volvement in block grant implementation. However, as discussed
earlier; states' initiatives generated other opportunities.

Block grants stimulated involvement
of legislatures and governors

We asked state program officials responsible for each block
grant to compare gubernatorial and legislative involvement in
the block grants with their involvement in the prior categorical
programs. Chart 5 shows that gubernatorial and legislative in-
volvement increased in about half the cases, with state legisla-
tures showing the greatest increase.

While legislatures in many states throughout the country
had been increasing their oversight of federal funds prior to
1.981, block grants have accentuated this trend. As a direct
result of block grants, for instance, Kentucky's legislature
established a process requiring legislative approval of block
grant applications.

24
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When compared to their levels of involvement with their own
state-funded programs (see chart 6), block grant funds were
being accorded the same or greater levels of attention as state
programs in about 82 percent of the cases for governors and 65
percent of the cases for legislatures.
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CHART 8
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Gubernatorial and legislative involvement varied among the
states. These variations were related, among other things, to
different levels of involvement by governors and legislatures in
their own state-funded programs. In states where governors or
legislatures had high levels of involvement with related statei-
funded programs, they usually were more involved with block
grants. But in states with low gubernatorial or legislative
involvement in related state programs, they tended to be less
involved in block grants.

Interest groups also
increased involvement

Parallel to the expanded involvement of governors and leg-
islatures was the increased activity by interest groups within a
state. Much of the increased activity occurred among existing
and not new interest groups. Of the responding interest groups
that indicated some knowledge of block grants, only 7 percent
were new since biotic grant implementation.
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Chart 7 shows that many interest groups reported being more
active under the block grant approach at the state level than
under the prior categorical programs. About 47 percent said
they increased their level of activity with state agency program
officials and 42 percent with state legislators. The largest
increases occurred for the block grant with the least prior
state involvement, CSBG, where 52 percent increased their levels
of activity with program officials and 48 percent with the
legislature. One interest group in California said that the
state has assumed greater responsibility for and awareness of
programs and services to low-income people and the state
legislature has also demonstrated greater awareness and concern
for antipoverty programs funded by CSBG.

CHART 7
CHANGES IN THE LEVEL OF INTEREST GROUP

INTERACTION WITH STATE PROGRAM OFFICIALS AND
STATE LEGISLATORS WITH OLOCK_GRANTS COMPARED

TO PRIOR CATEGORICAL PROGRAMS
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Interest groups were involved in a wide range of activities
to learn about and influence block-grant-funded programs. Some
said they became more involved because of new state processes.
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For example, a Florida group told us that as a direct result of
block grant public input methods, advocacy/citizen and client
interest groups have been involved in the public participation
process.

ATTEND OR TESTIFY AT HEARINGS

COMMENT ON DRAFT STATE PLANS

MEMBER OF STATE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

CHART
FORMAL'FORMS OF INTEREST 8 UP

14VOLVEMENT IN BLOCK GRANT IMPL ENTATION

I
18 20 1 30 40 0 6 e80 70 80 98

PERCENT OF INTEREST GROUPS

Interest group activities can be divided into two
categories--efforts to be involved through formal state public
input methods and informal contacts with state officials. As
shown in chart 8, public hearings were the formal input methods
where interest groups were most frequently involved, while con-
sultations with state officials was the most frequently used
informal method, as shown in chart 9.
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Hearings were methods where interest groups and citizens were most frequently involved.
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HOW DID INTEREST GROUPS VIEW ,

STATi ifFORTS TO SOLICIT THEIR INPUT?

Interest groups were generally split in their satisfaction
with state efforts to solicitiinput. In an effott to understand
the differing responses amonglinterest groups, As shown in i

appendix III, table A3, we examined the data in several ways.
We first looked for differences related to individual. block
grants, but found that interest groups responding to queltions
for more than one block grant often responded the same fur each
block grant.

We also looked at interest group characteristics. As a
pendix III shows, in detail, different' interest group attribu es
did help explain some of these differences in'their satisfaction
with state processes: /

' Those groups whO actively participated in hearings, com-
mented on intended. use reports, etc.; were generally less
critical of state. processes than those groups not actively
involved.

' State-level interest groups were generally more satisfied
than county-level interest groups with state processes.

' Those interest groups representing individuals viere gen-
erally more dissatisfied than those representing govern-
ment officials or agencies, for-profit and/or nonprofit
organizations.

' Those interest groups that included ethnic minorities
among those they represented were generally more dis-
satisfied than other groups.

' Those interest groups that generally ;..)und block grants
more desirable than categorical grants and/or perceived
that state decisions on block grants favorably affected
those they represented were more satisfied with state
efforts to solicit public input.

WHAT CONCLUSIONS CAN BE DRAWN
ABOUT PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
IN THE BLOCK GRANT PROCESS?

The public's opportunity to influence state decisions for
programs supported with block grant funds has been enhanced
through the coMbined effects of multiple public participation
opportunities offered by the states, the increased involvement
of state elected officials, and the iurreased activity of inter-
est groups at the state level. This increase is related to the
expanded public input opportunities established both in response
to federal requirements as well as to the greater discretion
available to the states.
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Encouraging increased public oversight is in harmony with
the principles of the block grant approach. In our opinion,
federal public participation requirements that currently exist
also would be beneficial for future block grants. Such require-
ments, in conjunction with states' own methods, have promoted
multiple opportunities for public involvement and created set-
tings where different degrees of emphasis were played on a wide
variety of issues.
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SERIES OF GAO REPORTS ON THE

IMPLEMENTATION.OF BLOCK GRANTS CREATED

BY THE OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1981

States Are Making Good Progress in Implementin the Small Cities
Community Development Block Grant Program GAO RCED- -
Sept. a, 19831

Maternal and Child Health Block Grant: Program Chan es Emer in
Un er =ta ti dm n strat on HRD D ay

States Use Added Flexibility Offered by the Preventive Health
and Health Services Block Grant (GAO/HRD-84-41, May 8, 1984)

States Have Made Few Changes in Implementing the Alcohol, Drug
Abuse, and Mental Health Services Block Grant (GAO/HRD-84-52,
June 6, 1984

States Fund an Expanded Range of Activities Under Low-Income
Home Energy Assistance Block Gray.;: (GAO/HRD-114-64, June 27,
19841

States Use Several Strategies to Co e With Funding Reductions
Under Soc a Sery ces Block Grant GAO HRD Aug. 1984)

Community Services Block Grant: New State Role Brings Program
and Administrative Changes (GAOTHRD-84-16, Sept. 28, 1984)

Federal Agencies' Block Grant Civil Rights Enforcement Efforts:
A Status Report (GAO/HRD-84-82, Sept.28, 19841

Education Block Grant Alters State Role and Provides Greater
Local Discretion (GAO /HRD- 85 -18, Nov. 19, 1984)
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DESCRIPTION OF GAO'S DATA

COLLECTION METHODOLOGY'

To obtain information concerning the implementation and
administration of block grants in ,13 states, we collected data
from state program officials, the governors' offices, the legis-
lature, and interest groups associated with block grants within

-:-;each state.

We used.the results from six sets of questionnaires sent to

- -governors' offices,

--state program officials,

--state legislative leadership,

- -state legislative committees,

- -state legislative fiscal' officers,, and

- -interest groups within states.

The approach we generally took with these questionnaires
was to ask about 'the respondent's specific experience with each
block grant and then ask some questions about general impres-
sions and views concerning'the block grant concept.

The primary focus of this study was at the state level;
thus most of our data collection took place there. Question-
naires to state'officials asked them to describe, among other
things, the forums provided to allow public input into block
grant decision making. The questions in the interest groups
questionnaire concerned the groups' views on how the state soli-
cited public input and their' satisfaction with state block grant
decisions.

The questionnaires were pretested and externally reviewed
prior to their use. The extent of pretest and review varied
with the questionnaire, but in'each case one or more state
officials or organizations knowledgeable about block grants pro-
vided their comments concerning the questionnaire.

The following sections describe each questionnaire, includ
ing information on the source of the data and the method used to
administer the instrument.
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PROGRAM OFFICIALS QUESTIONNAIRE

Content

This questionnaire was designed to elicit information about
the administration of the block grant. It asked state program
officials about six areas of block grant implementation. One of
these areas focused on the procedures used to obtain the views
of citizens and other interested groups. In this section, we
asked 38 questions regarding state efforts to provide opportuni-
ties for p taic input, through hearings, advisory committees,
comments o draft plans, and other methods. We also asked state
officials ow important they believed these various input mecha-
nisms wer in their program decision-making processes.

Source of information

The questionnaires were completed by senior level program
official who had primary responsibility for administering the
block grants in the 13 states included in our study. We speci-
fied in 'the questionnaire that the responses should represent
the official position of the program office. We received com-
pleted questionnaires for each of the seven block grants from
the 13 states.

Method of administration

We identified the senior program official in each state and
delivered the questionnaire to the office of that official. The
state program official was asked to complete the questionnaire
with help, if necessary, from other staff l and return the ques-
tionnaire to our representative. When certain responses were
given, follow-up questions were asked to obtain. additional in-
formation.

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE QUESTIONNAIRE

Content

This questionnaire focused on the role played by the gover-
nor and his or her office in implementing and administering the
block grant. Questions included were

--how much the governor was involved in the decision-making
process regarding block grant funding and administration,

--what the governor did to obtain inforMation or exercise
control over the setting of state program priorities,
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- - whether there were any changes anticipated in the way
the governor will exercise control in the future,

- -if additional federal technical assistance would have
been useful, and

- -what the governor's general impression was about block
grants.

Source of information

The questionnaire was completed by the governor or a repre-
sentative designated by the governor in each of the 13 states.

Method of administration

The questionnaires were mailed directly to the governors,
with all governors or their designated representatives respond-
ing. When complete, the questionnaires were returned to our
staff.

STATE LEGISLATIVE LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE

Content

This questionnaire was used to, obtain information about the
perceptions of state legislative leaders concerning block
grants. The questions asked legislative leaders included

- -how block grants affected the way in which the state leg-
islature set program priorities and funding priorities,

--what the major benefits were of funding programs through
block grants,

- -how block grants could be improved, and

- -what their general impressions were aLout block grants.

Source of information

We compiled a list of legislative leaders based on a publi-
cation by the Council of State Governments, State Legislative
Readership= Committees and Staff, 1983-84. Generally there were
four per state: the preefiailg officer of the senate, the senate
minority leader, the speaker of the house, and the house minor-
ity leader. A total of 48 questionnaires were administered and
40 completed questionnaires were returned for a response rate of
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.83 percent. We received at least one reeponse from each of the
13 states.

Method of administration

We delivered the questionnaire to the of ices of each
state's legislative leaders. We asked that th y complete the
questionnaire and return it to our staff.

ATE LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEES QUESTIONNAIRE

Content

The questionnaire requested information about public hear-
ings concerning block grants held by committees of the state
legislature in the 13 states. Questions included were

--how many hearings were held, and where,

--who sponsored the public hearings,

--what mechanisms were'used to inform citizens that hear-
ings were being held,

--who testified at,the hearings, and

--what concerns were expressed.

Source of information

We attempted to identify those committees in each state
that held public hearings for the 1983 block grants. The ques-
tionnaires were completed by senior committee staff responsible
for organizing public hearings on block grants. All 28 commit-
tees that received the questionnaire completed and returned it.

Method of administration

We delivered the questionnaire to each legislative commit-
tee that held public hearings for block grants in 1983. A
senior committee staff member was requested to complete the
'questionnaire and return it to our staff. We followed up on
selected questions for additional information.
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STATE LEGISLATIVE FISCAL OFFICER QUESTIONNAIRE

Content

The purpose of this questionnaire was to obtain information
about the procedures used by the state: legislatures to control
and monitor block grant programs. Spe6ifically, we asked

- -what controls or monitoring mechanisMs the state legisla-
ture has and whether they have changed since block grants
were implemented by the state,

APPENDIX II

- -how block grant funds are appropriated,

- -whether public hearings led to changes, in the use of
---14-11mdk-grant-funds,

- -what role the legislature played in changing executive
agencies' block grant plans or proposals, and

- -what the fiscal officer's general impressions were about
block grants.

Source of information.

Legislative fiscal officers are generally the directors of
the permanent, professional staffs of state legislatures. To
identify the appropriate staff persons to whom we should direct
our questionnaire, we sought the assistance of the National Con-
ference on State Legislatures, the National Association of State
Fiscal Officers, and the Council of State Governments.

Method of administration

Our staff delivered 19 qu stionnaires to fiscal officers in
the 13 states. Seventeen were completed and returned, for an
89-percent response rate. Each of the 13 states was represented
in our responses. We followed upjon selected questions for
additional iniormation.

INTEREST GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE

Content

This questionnaire asked various interest groups about

--their involvement with and perceptions of block grants,
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--their perceptions about the state's efforts to solicit
and incorporate citizen input into state program deci-
sions made on block grants, and

--their views as to the impact of changes made by the state
on the people they represented.

Source of information
.

The names and addresses of interest groups were obtained
from several sources. Initially we. contacted about 200
national-level organizations and asked if they had state Affili-
ates that might have dealt with the implementation 'of the block
grants. If so, we requested the names and addresses of those
affiliates. The list,of 200 national-level organizations was

_

compiled from lists developed by staff, from mailing lists
byorganizations interested in specific block grants. compiled by

the Department of Health and Human Services, and from the staff
of the Coalition on Block Grants and Human Needs, a private
organization with extensive knowledge about block grants.

This list was supplemented, where possible, by lists of
interest groups compiled from attendance rosters kept by state
agencies during the course of their public hearings. The avail-
ability and usefulness of these lists varied by state.

Once an initial list was compiled, we sent it to our staff
in each of the 13 states. They, in turn, showed these lists to
state officials involved with the block grants and to a small,
diverse'group of the interest groups on the lists. These groups
provided corrections and recommended additions of groups that
they felt were active in block grant implementation but were not
on the list we had initially compiled.

The results of the selection process were'not intended to
be viewed as either the universe of interest' groups knowledge-
able about block grants or a representative sample of interest
groups for any state or block grant. We believe, however, the
groups we contacted provided a diverse cross-section of organi-
zations knowledgeable about block grant implementation.

Method of administration

Questionnaires were mailed to the identified phblic inter-
est groups with an enclosed, stamped, preaddressed envelope. A
follow-up letter and questionnaire were sent to those who failed-
to respond within 3 weeks after the initial mailing.
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Of the 1,662 groups on our final list, 786 returned com-
pleted questionnaires, for a 47-percent response rate. Of the
completed questionnaires, 534 indicated that they had at least
some knowledge of the implementationof at least 1 block grant
in the state in which their orglinization was located. As
table Al shows, most indicated they knew something about more
than one block grant. As a result, we had 1,695 responses on
which to base our analysis. Table A2 shows the distribution of
these responses between the block grants.

Table Al

Number of Interest Group Respondents Who
Were Knowledgeable About One or More Block Grants

(out of 534 interest groups)

Knowledgeable apout 1 block grant .158
Knowledgeable about 2 block grants 90
Knowledgeable about 3 block grants 89
Knowledgeable about 4 block grants 60
Knowledgeable about 5 block grants 35
Knowledgeable.about 6 block grants 39
Knowledgeable about 7 block grants 63

Table A2

Number of Responses by Interest Groups
by Block Grant

(out of 1,695 responses)

Alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health
services 255

Community services 239
Education 179
Low-income home energy assistance. 223
Maternal and child health 249
Preventive health and health services 234
Social services 316

Sixty-eight percent of the 534 interest groups knowledge-
able about block grants included service providers among those
that they represented. Of the 512 that responded regarding geo-
graphic scope of their activities, 61 percent (310) said they
were statewide in scope; the rest were local or regional.
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(

ANALYSIS OF INTEREST GROUP

CHARACTERISTICS RELATED TO DIFFERENCES IN

INTEREST GROUP SATISFACTION

WITH STATE INPUT PROCESSES

Forty-two percent of the interest groups in our survey said
they were generally satisfied with state efforts to obtain
public input and 44 percent were generally dissatisfied. To
identify factors that might explain this split, we divided the
interest group respondents into subpopulations based on various
characteristics and then reexamined their satisfaction levels
with State efforts to see if_the subpopulations differed in
their responses. The subpopulations were based on the following
characteristics:

1. Were those interest groups who actively participated in
providing input through state-sponsored processes
more satisfied with state efforts to obtain public
input than those who did not provide input?

2. Wer9 statewide interest groups more satisfied with
state efforts than county-level interest groups?

3. Were those interest groups representing organized
groups, such as for-profit and nonprofit organizations,
and government officials and agencies, more satisfied
with state efforts than those interest groups repre-
senting individuals?

4. Were interest groups that did not include ethnic minor-
ities among those they represented more satisfied than
those groups that did represent ethnic minorities?

5. Were interest groups who felt their constituencies were
favorably affected by state deCisions regarding the
implementation of the block grants more satisfied with
state efforts to obtain input than those interest
groups who believed their constituencies were adversely
affected?

6. Weie interest groups who saw block grants as more de-
sirable than the prior categorical grants more satis-
fied with state efforts to obtain input than those
interest groups who saw block grants as less desirable?
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In each case, the answer is "yes,"
lowing tables. However, becaVse of the
were unable to establish whim'; if any,
important in their satisfaction levels.

CREATION OF A COMPOSITE INDEX
TO SUMMARIZE INTEREST GROUP
SATISFACTION WITH STATE EFFORTS
TO PROVIDE INPUT OPPORTUNITIES

APPENDIX III

as is shown in the fol-
nature of the data, we
of the factors were, most

Table A3 shows each of the items for which we asked inter-
est group perceptions. In later tables we summarized these
items into a single composite.- 'The composite is designed to
consolidate a possible 91 cells of data (based on 13 aspects of
the public input mechanisms times the 7 block grants for which
interest groups might have responded).

The methodology used to collag,:se these 91 cells is as
f.' ows:

1. All valid responses were collapsed into three satis-
faction categories for each of the 13 data items:
generally satisfied, generally neutral, or generally
dissatisfied. This was necessary only in cases where
interest groups responded that they were knowledgeable
about more than one block grant. If responses across
the block grants could not be generalized (however,
most groups answered similarly across all of the block
grants for which they responded) then the_case was
dropped from the analysis.

2. The frequency of genera.L satisfaction, etc., was com-
puted for each of the 13 items. In those instances
where a satisfaction indicator had a frequency 20 per-
cent greater than the other two indicators, the con-
structed variable was assigned the satisfaction level
of that indicator. For example, if the responses for
.nterest group A were summarized as 60 percent "satis-
fied," 20 percent "neutral," and 20 percent "dissatis-
fied," then that group would be classified as generally
satisfied. In the event that none*of the satisfaction
indicators had a frequency of 20 percent greater than
the other two indicators, the collapsed variable was
dropped from the analysis.
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Table A3

Interest Group Responses Regarding Satisfaction
With State Methods for Facilitating Public Input Into

Block Grani. Decisions
(out of 514 interest groups)

Percent
satisfied

Percent
diesat-
isfied

Number of
respondents

Hearings:
Timeof day, location of
hearings 54 26 431

Time allotted to block
grants at hearings 53 21 391

Degree of advance notice 45 41 444
Number of hearings held 44 35 422
Time of hearing relative

to state's allocation
decisiori-mAting process 34 47 397

Availabilitfof informa-,
tion prior to hearings 32 51 435

Comments on state plans:
Availability of copies
of state intended use
reports 43 37 438

.Length of comment period
on state plan 42 33 403

Timing of comment period
relative to state's
allocation decision-

, making process 35 44 392
Advisory committees:

Composition of advisory
groups 47 31 360

Role of advisory groups 45 34 358
Informal contact:

Accessibility of state
officials for informal
contacton block grants 68 15 419

Composite percentages
(collapsing all of the
above factors into a
single factor) 42 44 490
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Table A4

Comparison of Responses of Active vs. Inactive
Interest Groups Regarding Satisfaction

With State Methods for Facilitating Public Input Into
Block aiiiiTalsions

(out of 534 interest groups)

Hearings:
Time of day, location of hearings
Time allotted to block grants
I at hearings
Degree of advance notice
Number of hearings held
Time of hearing relative to state's
allocation decision-making process

Availability of information prior to
hearings

Average N for hearings m

Comments on state plans:
Availability of copies of state
plan of intended expenditures\

Length of comment period
on state plan

Timing of comment period relative
to state's allocation declsion-
making process

AVerage N for comments

Advisory committees:
Role of advisory groups
Composition of advisory groups

Average N for advisory committees

Informal contact:
Accessibility of state officials

for informal contact on block grants

Average N for informal contact ml

43
5'?

Percent of
active

interest
groups

satisfied

57

56
49
46

as

33

353

/48

45

36

249

59
66,,

178

73

294

Percent of
inactive
interest
groups

satisfied

38

31
24

N 30

26/

27

67

36

37

32

162

30
28

180

56

125
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Table A5

Comparison of Responses of State vs. County-Level
Interest Groups Regarding Satisfaction

With State Methods' for-FacilitatingLPublic Input Into
Block Grant Decisions

(based on a composite index.of tie various
factors shown in detail in table A3)

Statowide County-level
interest , interest Total
groups groups down

Interest groups generally
satisfied with state
efforts to obtain input 136 22 158

Interest groups generally
neutral about state
efforts to obtain input 36 7 43

Interest groups generally
dissatisfied with state
efforts to obtain input 116 33 149

Total across = 288 62 350
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Table A6

Comparison of Responses of Interest Groups Representing
Individuals vs. For-Profit, Nonprofit Organizations
and Government Officials and Agencies Regarding

Their Satisfaction with State Methods
for Facilitating pudic Input Into

Block Grant Decisions
(based on a composite index of the various

'factors shown in detail in table A3)

Interest
groups

representing
individualsa

Interest groups gener-

Interest groups
representing for-
profit/nonprofit
organization and
government offi- Total
cials and agencies down

ally satisfied with
state efforts to
obtain input 131 61 192

Interest groups gener-
ally neutral about
state efforts to
obtain input 48 . 18 66

Interest groups gener-
ally dissatisfied
with state efforts
to obtain input 151 43 194

Total across = 330 122 452

aSome of the interest groups that represented individuals also
represented for-profit, nonprofit organizations and/or govern-
mental officials or agencies, but were selected in this anal-
ysis to show they represented individuals.
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Table A7

Comparison of Responses of Interest Groins
Representing Ethnic MI-nor/ass vs.

Other Interest Groupie Rfgaraing Their Satisfaction
With Stile Metcodi for tacllitatinq Public Input

into Bloci. Grant Decisions
(based on a composite index of the various

factors shown in detail in table A3)

Interest groups

Ethnic minorities ti:ongW

Other
interest Total
groups

Interest groups generally
satisfied with state
efforts to obtain input 79 129 208

Interest groups generally
neutral about state
efforts to obtain input 21 47 68

Interest groups generally
dissatisfied with state
efforts to obtain input 97 117 214

Total across 'as 197 293 490
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Table AS

Levels of Satisfaction for Interest Groups
Who Were Favorabl vs. /Aloe. Who Were Adverse' Affected

by State Dec ons on lock Grants
(based on a composite index of the various

factors shown in detail in table AS)

Interest groups who believed their
constituencies were:
Neither
favorably

nor

Interest groups
generally satisfied
with state efforts

Favorably
affected
by state
decisions

adversely
affected
by state
decisions

Adversely
affected
by state
decisions

Total
down

to obtain input 77 33 60 170
Interest groups
generally neutral
about state efforts
to obtain input 16 11 31 58

Interest groups gen-
erally dissatisfied
with state efforts
to obtain input 21 27 129 177

Total across = 114 71 220 405
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Table A9

Levels of Satisfaction for Interest Groups
Who Saw Block Grants as 'More Desirable vs. Those
dho Saw Block Grants as Less Desirable Than Prior

CateigoriCal Grants
(based on a composite index of the various

factors shown in detail in table A3)

Interest
block

Genera y
more

desirable

groups who found the
rant a roach.to be:
Genera y General y
equally less

desirable dLsirable

Interest groups generally
satisfied with state
efforts to obtain input 71 34 61

Interest groups generally
neutral about state
efforts to obtain input 15 9 35

Interest groups generally
dissatisfied with state
efforts to obtain input 29 29 117

Total across m 115 72 213

(118803)

48

Total
down

166

59

175

400
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